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Mos of the current academic literature on open data looks outward at the data's reuse by the public. This article

describes, rather, the cultural practice of open data inside city governments. Hand-in-hand with the launch of open data

policies, city governments have embraced data analytics to track performance, set goals, jusify budget expenditures,

direct public services, and represent their work to the public. Through an increased need to data-fy, or to transform

records or actions into digital data, saf considers the analytical possibilities of exising adminisrative records both as

economic evidence of government activities and as reusable assets with satisical and machine-actionable functions.

These data practices provide a legitimized way for municipal governments to know and govern the city and manage its

resources. Contended as performative acts, local governments' data practices help the city perform aspects of its

functions and values such accountability, transparency, and democracy.

For evidence of this shift, the authors draw on an in-depth empirical sudy of Los Angeles's open data program from

2013 to 2018. This research entailed participant observations, feld visits, and interviews with city saf to describe the

largely invisible cultural processes and technical work that produce and use Los Angeles's adminisrative datasets. To

analyze these observations, the authors describe three aspects of the datafcation of records as they unfolded in the

Department of Cultural Afairs: 1) the work of producing economic data to evaluate government program output and

perform efective usage and invesment of government resources; 2) the practice of aggregating and mapping

programmatic data with community wellbeing indicators to identify gaps in services and enact equity; 3) the

engagement with members of the public using government data to spur dialogs and ideas and demonsrate the

democratic value of participation in collaboratively designing a service delivery ecosysem. The article contributes to

the much-needed undersanding of how governments are adapting managerial, analytic, and public engagement

practices in an increasingly data-driven society.
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Introduction: Quantifying Culture

Quantifying arts and culture became a heralded concept in the las century, when, as early as 1967, futuris and

businessman Alvin Tofer recommended a "cultural data sysem" to undergird policy-making and to undersand the

impacts of a booming pos-indusrial arts sector.  The rise of the arts index, however, is largely a 21  century

phenomenon. North American urban policy scholar Maria Rosaria Jackson proposed the use of data to measure

cultural vitality in 2006, thus inspiring a number of municipal and sate level cultural data collection and metrics eforts

involving cultural indicators.  Indexes used to quantify arts impact, including the economic efects of cultural

support and so-called "creative classes," have since been on the rise.  These indexes largely import ideas from the

feld of management sudies to gauge the "performance" of a country's or municipality's cultural sector by gathering

metrics on economic and adminisrative goals such as high audience participation, fnancial support, and increased

market share.  The U.S. non-proft DataArts, for insance, began collecting longitudinal metrics on non-proft

cultural organizations in cities in 2004, while another U.S.-based non-proft, Americans for the Arts, initiated its

National Arts Index project in 2010, using 81 variables to capture arts and culture vitality between 1998 and 2013.

The trend continues outside the U.S; for insance, the United Kingdoms' Arts Index has tracked arts-based variables at

global scales since 2007.  UNESCO's framework for cultural satisics links the cultural sector with a nation's

economic development and captured international data from 2009 and 2013 on cultural heritage sites, visual arts,

performance, and the creative services.

While mos of these indexes are conducted at the national level, municipal arts agencies infuenced by open data and

evidence-based policymaking have also begun to approach their services in terms of data: number of public artworks,

attendance at live performances, amount of grants funding, or the location of arts centers. This shift puts city-level

cultural afairs agencies on track to undertake quantitative and geospatial analyses of their services. These methods

may be familiar to other departments, such as Engineering, Planning, or Transportation, but are not the traditional

approach for agencies that fund and support the cultural arts. Writing back in the 60s, Tofer complained that saf at

arts insitutions came mosly from artisic, rather than adminisrative, backgrounds; for these organizers, counting

occurrences was not the way to evaluate the quality of a city's cultural life because a city's qualitative experience of its

arts and culture could not be measured. Indeed, what the quantifcation of culture attempts to capture are phenomena

that city agencies traditionally evaluate as experiential, interpretive, subjective dimensions of a city's cultural life.

Shared cultural codes, variances in aeshetic expressions and practices, and intricacies of the experiential dimension of

arts and culture generally defy quantifcation. Tofer, however, was prescient —over the pas two decades cities

have warmed to the concept of 'evidence-based policy making' in all corners.

This article analyses a shift in bureaucratic cultures within one city arts agency as it adopted processes of quantifcation

and datafcation to assess the efciency and impact of its services. To describe this shift in fner detail, we draw from

participant observations at the City of Los Angeles Department of Cultural Afairs (DCA) from 2014-2018. The frs

author volunteered in the department for six months from April to October 2016. The second author is a saf member

leading design srategy and data initiatives at the DCA and has been a participant observer at the agency since 2013.

This paper also draws on interviews by the frs author conducted with 33 city saf members as well as the Mayor's

ofce. We frame the analysis of feldwork and interview data through linguisics and cultural theory; drawing on this

set of literature we theorise the performativity of data in shaping the bureaucratic culture of this city department.
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Through an analysis of the case sudy, we fnd that datafcation encourages a shift towards economisation of cultural

data, new forms of citizen participation that give rise to data publics, and a geospatial undersanding of equitable

access to city services through the visual and satisical identifcation of 'arts deserts'. To begin, however, we will

describe the recent trends of datafcation among city governments as a hisorical context of our theorisation on data

performativity.

 

Datafcation in City Government

Datafcation within government is in no way a novelty. Hisorians Ted Porter, Alain Desrosieres, and Patricia Cline

Cohen have all described in rich detail the link between democratic governance and quantifed information collected

about populations on their health, housing, work, and education.  What we note, however, is the acceleration of new

practices of datafcation in city agencies that have appeared since the mid-2000s. The Open Data initiative sarted by

U.S. President Barack Obama in 2006, for insance, launched a world-wide trend for governments to release vas

troves of machine-readable, sandardized data into the public sphere.  Cities have also turned to exising databases

and documents to discover what can be newly rendered as value-added secondary data, often to measure agency

performance, determine service allocation, or make predictions about housing conditions or crime. According to a

2018 Pew Foundation report, "sates have begun harnessing exising information through data analytics—procedures

that review data to identify meaningful information and correlations,"  in addition to collecting satisical records

for the express purpose of quantifcation, as sates have done throughout the 20th century.  In this regard,

governments are following other indusries, such as commercial bibliographic sysems and open science data

repositories, that have long tapped economic and social value in public records by creating secondary satisical

objects. Similar to these "big data" sysems in science and indusry, datafcation in government fnds new value from

aggregating records of cases fled and completed, permits approved, fnancial transactions made, even sray animals

processed. These data lead to additional functionality when they are fed into algorithms that drive city services, from

trash pick-up to policing to child services.

To further tap into this secondary value, digital records that automate decision-making may be sructured for multiple

sakeholders and technical platforms beyond the databases they were designed for, for insance as part of open data

portals or sharing contracts with private companies such as Google and Waze, the GPS navigation app.  Certain

types of bureaucratic agencies are accusomed to multi-purposing their own data—particularly in engineering and

transportation departments, which have long collected data and integrated them into electronic territorial maps or

dashboards. These practices by departments that were not accusomed to sharing data with external platforms have

ramped up in the las decade. For insance, the City of San Francisco worked with Yelp to create a format for accessing

public resaurant health scores that Yelp publishes on its resaurant pages.

The datafcation of city government is not only a technical but also a cultural shift in how saf comes to undersand

urban processes as solvable through data. Jose van Dijck calls this episemological shift dataism, or 'big data thinking'

that relies on "the objective quantifcation and potential tracking of all kinds of human behavior and sociality."  City

governments, however, primarily track services and infrasructure, not social activities. Yet a belief in data as a

powerful solution to problems of service logisics and public infrasructure drives many cities' adminisrative process.

Los Angeles Mayor Garcetti evoked this line of thinking at a civic tech event in 2014: "Can an app or an algorithm
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help trafc move more quickly, for insance through trafc light sensors? Can we revitalize Hollywood through an

innovative app that will help people fnd a way to park, through a mesh network of real time parking information?"

Public servants proclaim data to play a powerful role in managing complex urban sysems.

Consequently, saf saw city data as wielding a certain form of episemic power: The power of records is traditionally

indexical and evidentiary; the U.S., for insance, defnes a record as any recorded information made by a Federal

agency, and it acts as ofcial evidence of a government action, grounding legal and policy claims.  The power of

data, on the other hand, can include these uses but also those of satisical analysis, mapping, visualization, and

algorithmic processing. From this perspective, the indexicality and provenance of a record—refecting its original

context as part of pas government activities —becomes less a matter of focus than creating secondary data with

operational functionalities that can help manage the city through numbers and graphs.

As a result, the role played by new data analytic services is symbolically quite large, since it taps directly into the

broader imaginary about big data—sending a message that public service delivery can be imagined more efectively

and equitably. Many city saf members we spoke to saw public data as an at-hand asset from which new civic or

monetary value can be extracted at little cos. According to an employee in the mayor's ofce, for insance, in the old

paradigm, the lifecycle of information is "valuable, then tapers down after use . . . to a plain old toothbrush toothpase

commodity." With new data practices, information insead is "something that produces increased efciency. Something

to fgure out is: What's the highes value in-house to look at?"  This technocultural shift in how departments

undersand and use their information products has begun to reshape department roles and insigate new insitutional

practices.

Many scholars have pointed out the work of data to produce, as much as represent, phenomena.  As we discuss

next, we consider this force of data its performative dimension. This transformative power of data afects accounting

routines, provides new modes of engagement with the public, and shapes the design of city services. In the next

section, we theorize the performative function of data, before providing the case sudy of the Los Angeles Department

of Cultural Afairs.

The Performativity of Data

To describe the performative dimensions of data, we turn to J. L. Ausin's classic linguisic theory. In his work How to

Do Things with Words, Ausin observes the transformative and productive power of speech acts beyond describing

reality. He terms "consative speech" to describe factually based speech acts, which are typically evaluated for how

well they represent what they aim to portray. He uses the term "performative" to refer to speech acts that perform an

action, such as promising or declaring ("I swear I won't do that again," "I now pronounce you husband and wife").

Performative sentences not only describe reality but change it in the act of an utterance. Such sentences are neither true

nor false but have force in the world beyond their ability to represent.  Many scholars have taken the idea of

performativity beyond its linguisic context to describe the performativity of other phenomena, including the

reproduction of gender over time through the hisorical practice and insitutionalization of the "sylization of the

body."

For our purposes, we apply the concept of performativity to data. In "A Sociology of Numbers", Espeland and Stevens

take a similar approach, pointing out that numerical quantifcation is not only an act of representing the empirical

accuracy of a phenomenon. Quantifcation also has a force to call new things and categories into being, to signal
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insitutional legitimacy, and to shape the disribution of power and resources. Numbers can alter the very things they

purport to represent;  for insance, Donald Mackenzie describes how economic models do not simply express price

patterns that were already exising, but actively change them.  Data also perform to the extent that they produce as

much as they portray subjects and objects. Rita Raley points out the performative consequences of the data by-products

of search engine browsing: for some, "the composition of fecks and bits of data into a profle of a terror suspect, the

re-grounding of absract data in the targeting of an actual life, will have the efect of producing that life, that body, as a

terror suspect."  In contexts of surveillance, the mass collection and processing of data about people can produce

the idea of a person as a suspect such that their satisical profle comes to sand in for the actual person.

This 'reactivity' of data to intervene in the social world can be seen when data transform the amorphous complexity of

phenomena into sable categories—giving rise to many sociological concepts we now take for granted such as

'unemployment', 'IQ', and 'public opinion';  as we show in our case sudy, data give rise to new concepts—the

notions of 'arts deserts' and 'arts oases'—that have subsequent efect on City policy. Beyond creating categories,

sandardizing numerical data can subject phenomena to measurement and comparability and to predictions and

monitoring. These treatments of data can help determine the disribution of resources and power. In the case sudy

below, we detail how adminisrative data make departmental activities visible and measurable, and hence subject to

decisions and policies around funding and service goals.

Data's power of producing opportunities for actions can lead to organizational and cultural change. Scholars have

written about the force of data to transform bureaucratic cultures. Fiore-Silfvas and Nef, for insance, write about the

"social performance of data" in the context of medical records, where data sometimes "come to represent a notion of

actionability," of change based on supportive evidence.  Here data play a legitimating function because of how they

are thought of culturally—their 'social valences' as Fiore-Silfvas and Nef put it—the association of data with

efciency, objectivity, and accountability primarily within private sector accounting practices. In a similar example,

Michael Power describes the performative role of audits. Here, ofcial ideals about the potential of audits to create

efcient, accountable, and cos-efective insitutions have force. In this way audits are not simply descriptive "but

performative, projecting and enacting ideals of their capability which legitimate the feld of knowledge as a

whole."  Managerial conceptions of accountability mean that simply enacting a certain syle of adminisration can

confer legitimacy, irrespective of practical results. Similarly, as we show, in city government agencies, datafcation

promises a business intelligence of adminisration that encourages growth and efciency; it also calls on agencies to

enact a more collaborative notion of governance by engaging with what Ruppert calls "data publics".

All of these types of data performativity—the production, analysis, and tracking of data objects and subjects and the

enactment of bureaucratic legitimacy through datafcation—are non-representational efects of data with

transformative force. When a department represents its work through data—through maps, metrics, and digitised

objects—this consitutes the social and technical practices that in turn subsantiate its satus and insitution as a

bureaucracy. In city agencies, datafcation creates new processes of resource allocation, new relations between

governed and governors, and generates new objects that afect the disribution of public goods. "Data are deeds" that

act on the very things they quantify.

In the next section we introduce the Department of Cultural Afairs (DCA) before describing in greater detail how

these performative data practices evolve at DCA.

The Culture of Bureaucracy in Los Angeles: The Case of Cultural Afairs

In 2014 Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti used his third executive directive in ofce to mandate departmental
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participation in the city's open data portal.  The policy required departments to publish useful datasets on a public

portal and to begin submitting metrics gauging their municipal performance to the Mayor's Ofce (metrics that could

also be published as open data). The open data initiative was one dimension of a larger plan to bring city government

more in line with the technology indusries that had begun to dominate twenty-frs century economies, especially as

Silicon Valley cas its shadow over the U.S. wes coas.

One outcome of these policies is that their implementation revealed highly uneven data cultures across city

departments. As departments enacted the policies, some underwent more "data frictions", a term we borrow from Paul

Edwards to describe "the great difculty, cos, and slow speed of gathering large numbers of records in one place in a

form suitable for massive calculation."  There were sharp diferences across city department as new data policies

met the on-the-ground material realities of exising resources diferently dispersed across the city.

The Department of Cultural Afairs (DCA) experienced more data frictions than was the norm across other

departments. DCA maintains a wealth of records on its three programmatic areas: Grants Adminisration Division

supporting artiss and non-proft arts organizations; its Percent for Art Public Art programs, which set aside one

percent of coss of any development project in the city as an invesment in the art in the public realm; and community

art centers and theaters embedded throughout neighborhoods to deliver arts education, exhibitions, fesivals, and

performing arts events. At the sart of this research project, little of this data was sored electronically and organized

centrally. The department is small relative to others in the city and has no dedicated IT saf. Said the DCA data

coordinator in 2016:

We don't have the time and resources to digitize our data. Mos of what we have exiss within semi-analog sysems.

Some parts are in paper form, non-searchable PDFs; other records are sored in disparate spreadsheets. Our workfow

involves lots of wrangling and transmissions of government memorandums as PDFs. Sometimes it's hard to see the

organizational and transmission paths of our data. Not all of us know the sructure of the fling cabinets and digital fle

directories on the intranet that are meant to sore our records. The arts sector in the US is under-resourced. Like other

arts agencies, we don't have the resources to rebuild or update our fling and data sysems. We're jus pulling records as

needed.

Our liaison there told us that rethinking services in terms of satisical measurements and outputs was challenging. The

department had not been accusomed to thinking of its work solely in terms of quantitative measurement. The quesion

of defning a metric that would not reduce the quality of art experience, which is primarily social, emotional, and

cultural, had been a topic of conversation among saf. This quesion led to further discussion regarding the appropriate

methods of capturing evaluative metrics that ascertain the relationship between arts access to and community well-

being.

In contras, data friction occurred less in departments that already produced public machine-readable data. The Bureau

of Engineering (BoE), for insance, has been handling machine-readable geographic data since becoming one of the

frs cusomers of ESRI, the mos widely used GIS software, in the mid 1980s. BoE is a large, resource-rich,

technocratic haven where dense, cusomized electronic sysems for internal and public use are the sandard; it is

responsible for providing an accurate record of all the land activities that occur within the city, providing the legal

basis for the formation of boundaries and locations of public and private properties. The records are kept in an internal

electronic database and are also accessible to the public on a dynamic web map of 527 layers of data (not all of which

comes from Engineering). In addition to the ESRI-based map, the department also maintains an electronic vault of all

pas permits and an electronic permit fling sysem.
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Because of this robus legacy sysem of public, machine-readable data, the new data policy presented a minimal burden

for BoE. The department already had saf devoted to maintaining and circulating electronic records internally and to

the public. The saf members I spoke with, for insance, were enthusiasic about open data. The department's principal

civil engineer told me, "I was supportive of [open data], because we've always had that general mindset anyway."

Data publishing was already a default mode of the department.

DCA's diferences from BoE illusrate the degree to which datafcation relies on an exising bedrock of information

infrasructures: not only robus electronic records sysems but also platforms for public data access. When the Mayor's

Ofce launched the open data executive directive, DCA had few modern data practices in place and no dedicated data

saf to enact it. In contras, as a lucrative agency that brings in money to the city through permit fees, BoE has the

means to build cusomizable databases and websites, and it retains ownership of all of its data. As a result, the Mayor's

data policies made little operational diference to the Department of Engineering.

The performativity of datafcation at BoE was sill in play as the new data policies afected BoE's view on the

afordances of its records. The City's new data policies exemplifed a shift in how BoE saf considered data from the

data's original indexicality towards circulation and reuse. One engineer I spoke now saw BoE's records in relation to

new data publics; he speculated on how the open data's release might inspire people to build applications with BoE

data:

Now by putting it out there in an open format, sure, we're inviting other people to look at that same data diferently,

present it diferently, create new tools. I mean, who knows? There may be supplements to NavigateLA that they can

say, 'Hey, we've developed this cool module for you, and we'll give it to you guys free to make NavigateLA that much

better.'"

While datafcation subtly transformed BoE's views of its record practices, but little else, the efect on DCA was much

sarker. In part because DCA had to create new digital sysems to respond to the Mayor's data policies, rather than

tying exising sysems to the new demands, DCA has embraced datafcation more fully and resourcefully than many

other departments in the city. In the next three sections we outline cultural and technical shifts that have taken place in

DCA over the four years since the department sarted enacting new data practices and policies. These changes include

economising, building data publics, and creating a new method to identify 'arts deserts' and 'arts oases' to guide equity-

based programming and policy-making. In each insance, we discuss how data perform by creating new quantitative

objects used to evaluate the department, shape its policies, and interact with the public.

 

Economizing

In 2014, as a part of the Mayor's Executive Directive No. 3, the Mayor's Ofce asked all departments to esablish and

report performance metrics related to their service goals and to publish these metrics on the open data portal soon after

the website's launch. In addition to the web portal, the Mayor's Ofce created a dashboard for citizens and residents to

see recent counts on housing permits issued, numbers of police ofcers on force, number of lane miles paved, and

percentage of grafti cleaned within 48 hours. The dashboard demonsrates whether or not the metric achieves the goal

set through a color scheme—green for above the goal and red for below.

By quantifying features of their services and evaluating these service outputs agains related resources in numerical

terms, saf members come to see the work they do through an economic lens. Quantifcation is seen, that is, to have a
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future impact on how they operate and on budgets. As Kurunmaki et al. defne it, such metrics play a role in

economizing governments: in consituting departments as economic entities that mus often compete for limited

resources.  To demonsrate efectiveness, departments mus tie their work to economic concepts such as cos

efciency and return on invesment—to whether the money allocated and spent has yielded calculable results.

Economizing follows the logic of New Public Management, a syle of adminisration from the 1980s that requires

departments to jusify their budgets and salaries based on output measures—on actual programmatic

performance—rather than pre-set rules and sandards or based on the insitutional knowledge of experts. NPM is meant

to create a culture of self-management that is more federalized than top-down: each agency sets its own explicit,

measurable performance sandards to demonsrate the efectiveness of its service delivery.  Taking a similar

approach, managerial saf in the City of Los Angeles often described data as a resource of economic and insitutional

capital that may create cos efciencies. Said an employee from the Mayor's Ofce,

It's a time of less resources. We're never going to get pre-2008, pre-bubble safng levels, so now it's fnding out how

to do things better and easier, but the old ways and old silos of sructures of government that had been built in LA [are]

cumbersome . . . so we're hoping this [open data] can unlock ideas between general managers and how the city runs.

The economization practice can encourage city saf to work across the bureaucratic silos. However, this management

syle can also create a culture that privileges public services that produce easily measurable output, such as grafti

removal and trash pickup.

Within DCA specifcally, the new policy has led, in consequence, to the economization of cultural data. Performance

management turns cultural analytics into transactional data, following in the footseps of national cultural indexes such

as DataArts, which helps arts organizations build funding profles, and National Center for Arts Research, whose

Vibrancy Index measures "vibrancy" in terms of market share and supply and demand. To comply with the

performance management directive, DCA turned to available and quantifable output data such as the number of

participants and activities at DCA Community Arts and Performing Arts programs, the number of non-proft arts

organizations and individual artiss receiving grants from the department, and the amount of grants and corporate

donations raised.  Since 2015, DCA's data saf worked to esablish a broader and detailed metric model with the

input of each of the department's various division directors, such that the data defnition is supported and informed by

their undersanding of divisional goals. The exercise demonsrated the need to update and digitize the sysems that

catalog DCA's programmatic eforts—for insance, databases of records of organizational and artis grantees and arts

class regisration—as well as the enormous efort of collecting, sandardizing, and centralizing these records.

Data work has ultimately played a role in causing DCA to re-evaluate its records-keeping processes, some of which are

now articulated in terms of sandardized satisical outcomes and goals. At the same time, data work has introduce new

modes of internal governance and oversight driven by considerations of economic efciency and saf capacity. Said

DCA's data coordinator, "We want to make sure our programmatic output refects a need of invesment in the area. It's

[...] about susaining the organization through an economic lens."  These accounting practices have the efect of

changing DCA's practices to the extent that saf srives to maintain or improve these indicators, giving these

numbers—which only count what is countable, and not the unquantifable efects of DCA service such as quality of

service—a degree of control over shaping DCA work. As such, "measures become aspirations," and numbers that

initially are created to depict wind up disciplining.

Quantifying programmatic numbers also means the development of a sandard, discrete unit that cuts across diferent

types of programmatic work. This data sandardization practice reduces arts experiences into economic units that can
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only represent one particular dimension of the service; it turns arts services into a product with an ascribed market

value poised for economic examinations such as cos-beneft analysis. This practice of commensuration, collapsing

diferent qualities into a common unit for the sake of comparison,  takes the value of service experience out of the

social and cultural context intended in the program. For example, with the intention to meet the needs and interess of

each neighborhood, Community Arts programs are designed with varying qualities, such as depth of engagement and

choices in artisic discipline, aeshetic approaches, and cultural subject matters; these choices are relevant to the

community's concerns in a given time. The design of programs is also intentional in terms of quantity, frequency and

duration of engagement. To serve neighborhoods with families and youth, for insance, arts classes are ofered two to

three times a week to young sudents. These sudents receive up six hours of arts classes, each season for 10 weeks. A

continual engagement is critical to the learning and developmental goals, especially for youth who lack social or

economic sability in other areas of life. These highly scafolded educational interactions are forced into units that are

commensurate with other types of lighter-touch arts programming for adults and professionals, such as public

programs that accompany a contemporary art gallery exhibition in the format of a singular artis talk or an annual day-

long musical fesival that draws more than 20,000 audience members. These "apples-to-oranges" comparisons can be

even more jarring if cultural analytics were placed side by side with metrics from other, non-cultural public service

contexts, such as voter regisration drives or drought management educational sessions.

The numerical output unit of an "arts event or activity" removes the depth of content and audience appropriateness,

sripping the data from the context of its programmatic cycle. In aggregated form, these output numbers form a cos

analysis that represents the City's "return on invesment" in the arts and culture. Reducing the value of arts experience

to a transactional representation is a logical adminisrative response to policies under the NPM mindset. This

representation is demonsrative of the City's cos-efectiveness in delivering its services to consituents. The efect of

this type of data performativity will be seen in the way it reconfgures, rather than simply represents, the department's

activities and services.

 

Geographic Equity and "Arts Deserts"

Government datasets appeal to their proponents as sources of objectivity, a derivative of bureaucratic sysems divorced

from subjective insights under the sway of political motivations, conscious or not.  Indeed, saf members we spoke

to view their data as a source of legitimacy and accountability that jusifes the allocation of public resources.

According to a saf member in the Mayor's Ofce: "

A lot of times political problems can be challenged and quesioned... If we do data-driven decision-making, we can

take the politics out of decision-making and be more responsive to the public good and public demands versus if we

don't."

That data can create a neutral ground for consensus formation with the public is a very common perspective among

saf we spoke with. Governing through numbers can demonsrate public responsibility through rationalization; it

follows in the sociological tradition of subjecting problems of governance to satisical methods to render the sate

"knowable."  By simplifying complexity and following collectively esablished procedures, these authoritative

methods have the power to shape and intervene in a governed territory.

Following these sentiments, DCA has recently begun using data to guide and jusify its service delivery in a manner
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that refects its mission to support and provide access to arts and culture. In early 2018, DCA created a "Neighborhood

Arts Profle," a data tool to allow saf to measure cultural vitality in the city's neighborhoods.  The map pinpoints

the ofces of non-proft organizational recipients of the city's arts and cultural grants programs, locates city-managed

theatres and community arts centers, and tracks cultural events and fesivals through extracting data from online

calendars and web apps of cultural events such as DiscoverLA. The map also puts these cultural programs in visual

adjacency to other cultural insitutions such as museums, public libraries, hisorical cultural monuments, as well as in

relation to youth and wellbeing indicators, including the California Human Development Index; Census data such as

poverty ratio; and the Arts Equity Index, which ranks quality of arts education programs at the local school disrict.

In addition to mapping the location of arts venues and city-managed cultural infrasructure, DCA began to collect and

aggregate cultural activity data to evaluate the event-level cultural vibrancy of diferent neighborhoods. These cultural

events analytics are ranked based on an indexical scoring sysem informed by the department's mission of access and

equity. DCA privileges events that are free or low cos in the ranking sysem, since the department forward its mission

to increase access to the arts. The map also prioritizes events with access points to public and mass transportation. The

interactive data map has helped the saf gain access to "fngertip information" about the communities and people the

department is serving, bringing together empirical and up-to-date data that can inspire conversations and programmatic

decisions toward the department's mission.  The coordinator hopes that by "putting dots on map ... maybe the points

will form patterns that can give us basic insights. Is there an area of concentration or scarcity?"  The project will

eventually drive programming with up-to-date geographic and demographic data to show how the multitudinous

neighborhoods of the city are evolving, especially as the city faces rapid growth and demographic shifts.

Maps both simplify and select from a complex reality. A visual medium, they surface patterns and can act as evidence;

as such, they have the power to sway public opinion and shape the spaces they represent. In a clear example of the

performativity of data, the map has produced a newly visualized and soon-to-be calculable phenomenon, the concept

of the "arts desert." Arts deserts are the department's term for areas with an impoverished access to publicly available

arts and cultural services. After seeing the results of this mapping exercise and refecting on the spatial and

geographical patterns within the public-serving arts delivery ecosysem, department saf derives insights about areas

of concentration or scarcity within the City. At a saf meeting, a map of Los Angeles poverty rates was shown in

spatial proximity to DCA's community arts facilities. This visual proximity confrmed saf's assumption of need in

serving in areas where DCA's arts centers have been esablished.

Revealing 'arts deserts' (or 'arts oases') provokes adminisrators to consider service delivery in light of the department's

mission to provide geographical equity of arts programming, now made visible on the map. Seeing this delivery

pattern within socioeconomic context of each neighbourhood, community indicators of poverty and youth density can

further the goal of a place-based equity by motivating saf decisions. Visual absractions of service needs -- the who

and where that matters to the agency -- can help saf generate a picture of its service goals and advocate for change.

This type of data performativity entails the ability for a graphic representation of culture and socioeconomics to

surface a new way of looking and thinking that contributes to eventual actions toward the values being represented.

Data Publics and Momentary Civics

Data practice for DCA is also about two-way exchange. While the city's older public interfaces, such as the BoE's

public-facing map, were seen as increasing efciency and transparency, DCA's approach to datafcation also retools
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democratic engagement in government service design and delivery. The department has insigated a type of civic

participation through sourcing data work from community members. Arts data create new visions of the civic subject.

In 2017, the City of Los Angeles and Los Angeles County held an inaugural "Arts Datathon," a public event that

invited residents and adminisrators to explore the region's arts and culture assets through datasets.  In one day, the

event drew over 150 participants and crowd-sourced data-informed cultural srategies and programs. Organizers

scattered tables with zines entitled "Guide to Spreadsheets for the Spreadsheet-phobic." Arts practitioners,

adminisrators, arts enthusiass, and data-savvy professionals worked in small groups, each focused on a specifc topic

chosen by the team, from correlating values between a city Displacement Index and a lis of non-proft arts

organizations, to mapping spatial relationships between independent book sores and Metro transit sops. Participants

turned to data to divine how the region's arts ecosysem might be improved by increasing access to arts and culture

around a vas, teeming metropolitan area of over 10 million people.

Datathon participants prototyped eleven projects of apps and services built on exising data. Said DCA's data

coordinator, the event helped DCA formulate a "data agenda" by "aggregating data, fnding data, esablishing data

relationship with other departments and the County—all of this was able to come together as a by-product of

Datathon."  As a result of the event, DCA was able to track down data on arts freelancer businesses from the City's

Ofce of Finance and hisoric preservation data from the Planning Department. In all DCA compiled and presented a

lis of 33 datasets, which became critical in the department's development of the Neighborhood Arts Profle.

In this insance, arts data perform a new relationship between a public agency and its consituents by calling new civic

practices and subjects into being. Through participatory datathon events, DCA insigates citizen collaboration through

data work. At the Arts Datathon, saf learned from members of the arts-engaged public about their values and

perspectives on arts access; it promoted a hands-on, material form of engagement through data analysis and application

programming that took place alongside inquiries, discussions, and deliberation.

Datathons enact momentary civics, in that their publics come together in an extremely short time span for the purpose

of collective ideation. These event-based publics are srong but temporary. The experimental ethos, along with the

ideas and prototypes generated, however, rarely coalesce into sable long-term organising. These events allow the

public to explore and learn about adminisrative tasks and policy-making—which can potentially improve public

undersanding of the mechanics of governance; despite that they do not bring about susained participation in

adminisrative tasks or policy. Through a high concentration of social energy and dialog on civic concerns, these

datathon events insead can catalyze or rekindle civic spirit and interess in the public sphere, which, in a time of

political apathy and civic sagnation, can be an asset toward augmenting democratic participation. This new mode of

civic formation exposes the inner workings of government bureaucracy and srives to increase the proximity between

local government adminisration and its consituents through its data. Datafcation in city governance can bring about a

new mode of ephemeral but energetic democratic involvement. This type of data performativity could have a long-

term efect that will take time to unfold within the larger democratic social sphere.

Conclusion

DCA's new data practices illusrate a noteworthy tension between reductive and more productive uses of data. As

noted earlier, datafcation manifess diferently across departments, depending on available resources and the types of
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services and programs ofered. DCA is a public agency whose services are experience-driven and less infrasructurally

focused. The notion of measuring culture necessarily rules out the intangible qualities of DCA's services. The agency

has sruggled with counting while saying true to its quality-oriented mission. One DCA saf member said, "So much

of the data isn't jus fxing a sidewalk and making sure light works, but it's quality of experience, qualities that are

social, emotional and cultural. That's the hardes to measure."  The removal of cultural data from their experiential

and programmatic context and their subsequent recontextualization requires ongoing engineering of methods, sysems,

and articulations, in order to say responsive to the city's adminisrative shift toward workforce efciency and process

automation.

DCA's example ofers a nuanced undersanding of how data is used and represented, refecting a hos of ideologies

common in the public sector in the big data era: private sector models of fnancial management, scientifc reasoning

from the sociological traditions, and democratic participation in governance. Each context reveals how data practices

evolve fexibly in order to adapt and transform a consellation of organizational and policy agendas that sometimes

present contradicting ideologies. For insance, while data quantifcation serves the purpose of measuring the

efectiveness of city resource management, this kind of cos-beneft analysis narrows the focus of the department's

work to be put in comparison with other city departments in terms of performance measures. This level of analysis can

present a tension with the agency's higher mission of equity, as insantiated in the practice of mapping and visualizing

publicly available cultural resources. Municipal governments have to srike a delicate balance between cos savings for

the sake of business viability and their public mission of providing access to meaningful city services and experiences.

Furthermore, economizing the experience of arts services by assigning numerical values to exhibition or music classes

also poses dissonance with the richness and creativity of co-designing the arts ecosysem with members of the public,

as in the case of the datathon event. In the former case, data are compared to raw materials representing culture as

economic resources that can be expended, consumed, parsed, or subsituted for other programmatic services. In the

latter case of data collaboration as a form of collective ideation, agencies treat, visualize, and recontextualize data as

raw creative materials to co-develop a more accessible arts ecosysem.

The performative framework sets the sage for a critical analysis of data as a cultural practice. Locating this human

practice within the environment of government bureaucracy, we hope, has begun to illuminate the cultural logic behind

the intricate adminisrative sysems of record keeping, tools, habits, values, and politics. Governments exis in a larger

cultural and fnancial ecology comprised of capital and information fow. Within 21  century manifesation in the

United States, data practices are responses to hisorical shifts in technology, labor, and episemology. City saf come

into this hisorical moment with various relationships to data depending on their organizational position and mission.

These social particularities render the many multidimensional implications of datafcation in government.

Unless otherwise specifed, all work in this journal is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0

International License.
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